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ABSTRACT
Localizing a radiation source in an urban environment is a challenge in nuclear nonproliferation
and radiation detection. One approach to localize a source is to send a mobile radiation sensor
network into an area of interest to collect count rate measurements at many locations in an
attempt to find the radiation source. However, there are numerous temporal and spatial factors
that cause changes in background count rate measurements, and these factors make it challenging
to analyze the collected data. Displaying these measurements in a virtual environment has
contextualized them and helps a user determine if environmental factors are introducing false
positives. A virtual model has been shown to visualize collected measurements in near real-time,
but not in real-time. The ability for a user to quickly address alarm measurements is hampered
by this lack of real-time data access as well as due to poor quality virtual models.
Another challenge in radiation detection is sampling an environment to assess the status of an
area following a radiological or nuclear incident. Following an incident, environmental samples
must be collected and analyzed to identify the radioactive substances present and assess the
environmental damages. Incident response must be rapid and the sample collection must occur
without error. A software named Visual Sample Plan (VSP) has been developed by Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) to help guide the sample collection process and
statistically inform decisions. This thesis begins with an overview of the radiation source search
and environmental sampling problems and how they have been addressed. Next, earlier work that
has attempted to address each of these problems and the motivation for these responses is
discussed. Finally, new work extending the prior solutions is discussed. To address the radiation
source search problem, a method to create higher quality 3D models is explored, and an alternate
method to store and retrieve data in the cloud using DynamoDB is implemented. By
implementing VSP in Augmented Reality (AR), opportunities for error are further limited. This
thesis concludes with suggestions for future work to approach robust solutions to each problem.
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A terrorist actor in possession of a nuclear weapon or a highly radioactive source can endanger
many people and damage wide areas. Terrorists can maximize their political gain and
environmental damage by attacking population dense regions such as cities. If current safeguards
fail to keep Special Nuclear Material (SNM) and strong radioactive medical isotopes secure from
terrorist actors, these SNMs and medical isotopes must be quickly found to prevent terrorist
action. Due to this concern, localization of a gamma radiation emitting source in an urban
environment is a current challenge in nuclear nonproliferation and radiation detection. One
technology currently implemented to locate gamma emitting sources is the radiation portal
monitor. Unfortunately, the application of portal monitors is expensive and their applicability is
limited to heavy traffic choke points at city entrances. Furthermore, portal monitors require
traffic to be slowed down or stopped in order to test individual vehicles.
Due to the limitations in application of radiation portal monitors, other detection systems are
under development to prevent the movement of illegally obtained radioactive sources. One such
method is the radiation sensor network. Advantages of a Distributed Sensor Network (DSN) over
a portal monitor include the ability to be quickly deployable, flexible, and discreet [1]. By placing
a stationary sensor network of 11 detectors on a road, a better Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) was
achieved than with a single detector such as a portal monitor, and more opportunities were
introduced to determine which direction a source is traveling in [2]. Many early studies exploring
the DSN [1, 2, 3, 4] placed numerous stationary detectors to detect a mobile source. Chandy et
al. [4], however, expect that mobile sensors that can approach potential targets would be more
effective.
Mobile sensor networks were further supported in a study to determine where to place the
sensors of a DSN because the ability to detect a source is limited by the inverse-square law (or
1/r2 factor) [5]. Benefits of the dynamic positioning of a mobile DSN include increasing the
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difficulty for bad actors to avoid the constantly changing detector positions, and that the same
number of detectors are able to cover more area. Another advantage to the mobile system is the
capability to address alarms with the already mobile detectors rather than needing additional
detectors to complement a non-mobile detector system.
1.1 Interpretation of Sensor Network Data
A mobile sensor network generates large amounts of data that are difficult to interpret through
conventional means. Data tables such as those used in the study by Brennan et al. [1] are difficult
and time-consuming to interpret. Heat maps and marked street maps used by Liu et al. [6] to
identify the streets where 30 hours of background noise data were collected for their simulation
input offer much more detail than tables. Still, information about the area is lost in the 2D
representation of the 3D environment, namely, 2D maps do not describe how the environment
may have affected collected data.
Measured background radiation count rate in gamma rays per second varies due to spatial
and temporal factors. The material composition of the environment around a measurement leads
to a wide range of possible average background count rates over an urban area. This variation in
average background count rate can lead to false alarms and waste resources. Time of
measurement causes other variations in measured background count rate. Measured average
background count rate tends to change following weather effects, notably, rain and snow lead to
increases in measured gamma ray count rate [7]. It is necessary to develop new methods to
visualize radiation count rate data in the context of how it was measured.
A recent attempt at visualizing DSN data was made by Christian Zircher [8] in 2017 using
Virtual Reality (VR) as the medium. Zircher modeled a portion of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) campus in the Unity game engine in relative scale to the real campus
using SketchUp 3D modeling software. Kromek D3S detectors (Figure 1.1) were paired with
Samsung Galaxy S6 phones to collect gamma ray count rate measurements over the UIUC
campus area and upload the collected data to the cloud to be retrieved by Zircher’s VR
environment. Measurements made on real UIUC campus locations were paired to their equivalent
virtual location in the VR environment and displayed following a 10-minute processing delay.
While Zircher’s model is a useful tool that improves the ability to interpret DSN data, the model
has limitations. Firstly, it is impossible to respond to alarm measurements and make decisions in
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Figure 1.1: Kromek D3S detector for mobile gamma ray spectroscopy.
real-time due to the 10-minute delay in data display. Secondly, the 3D models are low fidelity and
possibly difficult to identify for a user unfamiliar with the VR environment.
1.2 Environmental Sampling
Following contamination of a location due to a radiation terrorist event or mishandling of
radiological materials, it is necessary to identify and quantify any dose risks present. Procedures
have been developed to take samples of the environment and statistically determine whether
radiological hazards are present in a location. In 1996, environmental sampling became a routine
part of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards inspections [9]. Sampling is
defined as the process through which information is gained about a population from a portion of
the population: a sample [10]. Environmental sampling should follow the Data Quality Objective
(DQO) process which contains seven steps [11]:
1. State the Problem.
2. Identify the Decision.
3. Identify the Inputs to the Decision.
4. Define the Boundaries of the Study.
5. Develop a Decision Rule.
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6. Specify Limits on Decision Errors.
7. Optimize the Design for Collecting Data.
The process of environmental sampling contains many steps and therefore many potential causes
of error which can be introduced during: sampling, sample preservation, sample transportation,
sample preparation, sample analysis, and data analysis [12]. These sources of error fall into two
main categories. Indeterminate error occurs due to random data fluctuation and is therefore
minimized by applying statistics. Determinate error can be traced back to a source such as
improper sampling, faulty equipment, mistakes during analysis, and operator error. Errors made
in the sampling process can endanger the public, so robust methods and tools must be developed
and applied to the environmental sampling process.
Scientists at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) developed the software Visual
Sample Plan (VSP) as a tool to develop procedures in collecting samples and processing collected
data. VSP allows a user to identify a “Sampling Goal” that enables the software to calculate a
sampling design that satisfies user defined conditions at minimal cost [10]. The “Sampling Goal”
is defined through DQO inputs; for example, a user may want to know with 95% confidence that
no radiation hot spot appears in a room. The user must define the boundaries of the space within
VSP and the software will determine the minimum number of random samples based on the DQO
inputs that satisfy the “Sampling Goal”.
VSP primarily handles the final two steps of the DQO process after the user performs the first
five steps. Three main practical benefits are associated with using VSP as an environmental
sampling planning tool. Firstly, using VSP involves creation of a visual representation of the
environment to display where sampling should occur. This helps prevent one source of
determinate error: operator error. Secondly, the tool limits indeterminate error by applying
statistical methods to collected data to reach a decision. Finally, it is easy to iterate on the
sampling process through the use of new information or data in conjunction with earlier results.
Although the VSP software offers many practical benefits for environmental sample planning,
the software has limitations. The planning process requires some prior experience with the
software to perform. A user needs access to documents that contain the dimensions of a room
and the objects that exist inside of a room in order to properly model the room. This information
may not be available or could take time to reach. Once information is available and a user has
generated a sample plan, it is difficult to find the listed sample coordinate points in the real
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sampling environment.
1.3 Improving Detector Data Visualization and Visual Sample Plan
As previously mentioned, Zircher’s VR environment is useful for interpreting DSN data, but the
environment has limited applications. It is impossible to make real-time decisions based on data
viewed within the environment due to the 10-minute delay on data display. Users also may not
understand what their relative virtual position is due to low quality 3D models of buildings. Also
previously mentioned, VSP is useful for environmental sampling but its capabilities are limited.
Users need prior experience to navigate VSP menus, and must acquire documents detailing a
room’s dimensions and layout. New sample points cannot be easily generated if the current status
of a location is not the same as what is modeled in VSP. Sample points are difficult to locate with
VSP output coordinate points.
In this thesis, two main projects to address these problems will be discussed. The first project
relates to enabling response to anomalous radiation measurements collected by a sensor network.
The two main problems that will be addressed include poor 3D model quality, and the high
latency between DSN data measurement in the real world and visualization in a VR environment
using Zircher’s methods. Improving 3D model quality will provide better environmental context
for collected radiation measurement data and reinforce the understanding a user has of their
location in VR. Reducing latency on data visualization allows the VR model to supply its user
real-time information to work with in an emergency scenario. The second main project involves
improving VSP such that it becomes quicker, more flexible, and easier to use. Improvements in
the VSP software will enable radiation response teams to respond more quickly and with lower
cost as well as fewer opportunities for error. These issues will be addressed through implementing
the VSP software to work in Augmented Reality (AR) which will also enable VSP to become
much more adaptive to unknown environmental conditions. This thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 provides additional background information about the applications of newer
technologies applied in this work. Chapter 3 contains the efforts and results in improving the 3D
model generation process. Chapter 4 describes possible techniques in both streaming and storing
data, and details the implementation of the decided upon methodologies. Chapter 5 shows work
in implementing VSP in AR using the Microsoft HoloLens hardware. Chapter 6 contains




Multiple technologies applied in the two projects are relatively new (at the time of writing).
While photogrammetry is an old concept, in the past decade photogrammetry has seen rapid
development [13, 14] similarly to VR and AR. Photogrammetry, VR, and AR are each evolving
technologies that continue to spread as novel applications are discovered. This chapter will
consist of a discussion of the applications of these technologies. Recent applications of VR within
nuclear engineering will be highlighted.
2.1 Modeling with Drone Photogrammetry
3D modeling techniques continue to evolve as VR becomes more prevalent. When creating a
model of an existing 3D structure, information must be collected to describe the appearance of the
structure. A typical technique to acquire information about architectures with regular geometric
shapes is through image based modeling [13]. The capture of a series of images from each angle of
a structure provides the information necessary to create a 3D model of that structure. It is
generally accepted that photogrammetry is the best technique when processing a series of images
into a 3D model [13]. Photogrammetry uses the overlapping portions of numerous 2D images of
an object to mathematically calculate a 3D approximation of the object. The standard method
followed in photogrammetry includes the creation of a point cloud representation of common
points between images, generation of a polygonal mesh to model the shape of a given object, and
finally the mapping of a texture onto the mesh to create a detailed image [13] [14] [15].
Passive sensors collect 2D information that is processed to infer 3D information, whereas
active sensors such as a laser scanner or radar system can directly provide 3D information [13]
[16]. In order to collect 3D modeling information about large structures like buildings, aerial
vehicles such as drones are necessary. Drones typically have weight-limited payloads that limit
their ability to carry equipment to directly collect 3D information [15]. As a result, drones
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typically solely capture 2D images for use in either stitching together pictures or as input in
photogrammetry [14] [15]. Using this ability to quickly capture 2D images, drones can rapidly
collect high-resolution 3D geo-information [14] [15] [17]. Drones acquire the best 3D information
in flights performed within 100-200 meters above the ground [14].
One modern application of drone photogrammetry is for the documentation of history.
Historical sites become damaged over time and information about past cultures is lost as a result.
In response, documentation of heritage sites through creation of 3D models using drone
photogrammetry is becoming a common practice [16] [18]. A high level of image quality and
geometric accuracy is necessary to create 3D models of important culture landmarks or objects,
and results using this method tend to be very realistic [16].
2.2 Virtual Reality for Visualization
The growth of VR has led to numerous projects in recent years aiming to employ the unique
immersive capabilities of VR for teaching. Goncalves et al. [19] developed a VR training
environment that “simulates the selection, installation, configuration, and usage of safeguards
equipment” such as radiation detectors and surveillance systems. This realistic VR environment
immerses users and enables them to become familiar with emergency scenarios prior to their
actual occurrence. Other projects have been developed with a purpose to train workers and
simulate work environments [20] [21]. Chao et al. [20] as well as Tang et al. [22] and Li et al. [23]
created VR simulations of radiation dose in a room to guide path planning in order to minimize
dose to workers. Through the use of VR, workers can simulate walking pathways through
simulated dose planes and acquire an estimate of how much dose they would receive.
Mol et al. [21] recreated a nuclear power plant in VR and fed dose rate data from sensors in
the real power plant into the virtual environment. This virtual environment was developed to
improve emergency preparedness and response as well as for safety training for workers in nuclear
plants. Mol et al. note one major benefit is the ability to use the virtual environment to verify
working conditions before entering the real plant. Other benefits of using VR that Mol et al. note
include the ability to extend or adapt the approach for other nuclear plants, well-developed
physics for simulation of basic movement, and functionality for dynamic image rendering [21]. VR
environments capably provide training for emergency preparedness and response as well as
informative dose visualization.
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2.3 Applications of Augmented Reality
AR involves overlaying holgrams, or 3D virtual objects, on a real 3D environment. Objects
displayed by AR typically provide information, or are interactive. As the available hardware
continues to evolve, researchers find more uses for AR to assist in performance of tasks or in
displaying information. Rosenthal et al. [24] and Pratt et al. [25] applied AR to help guide
precision surgical tasks. Rosenthal et al. used a Sony Glasstron LDI-D100 HMD to display body
holograms, and Pratt et al. used the increasingly common Microsoft HoloLens. Overlaying
virtual representations of the interior of a human led to more accurately positioned needle
biopsies in the study by Rosenthal et al. and quicker performance in reconstruction surgeries in
the study by Pratt et al. Each study found that AR overlays produced by the head-mounted
displays helped avoid error during surgery.
Evans et al. [26] considered benefits in parts assembly using a Microsoft HoloLens for AR
guidance. Other AR platforms were considered, but the study was motivated by the hands-free
capability present with the Microsoft HoloLens and absent in tablets and phones. Active image
recognition enabled the Microsoft HoloLens to identify the part necessary for the current step in
assembling a product and to call the user’s attention to the part using holograms. Step-by-step
instructions displayed as a floating menu informed users the next step in assembly. This
application heavily contrasts the Microsoft HoloLens-based Toronto visualization created by
Zhang et al. [27]. The project by Zhang et al. creates a holographic representation of the city of
Toronto that displays general information about specific locations. For example, one can use a
gesture on a building to access the building address and amount of voters from that building.
Zhang et al. believe the interactions with their holographic city to be flexible due to the ability to
resize, rotate, and explore the hologram [27]. These projects highlight numerous features present
in AR applications and their potential benefits.
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CHAPTER 3
PHOTOGRAMMETRY FOR 3D MODELING
3D models form the entire structure of what a user sees and interacts with in a VR program. Due
to the time required to model large volumes of space, VR software often consists of projects with
very limited scope. Either the region of space used is small, or the models are low fidelity and as
a result more difficult to interpret. In the context of this project, a large environment must be
modeled and the environment must be recognizable to users who have seen the equivalent real-life
location. That way, someone who has seen a region of space in the real world will be able to
navigate the same region of space in the VR program. Therefore, the newer method of 3D
modeling real objects via photogrammetry was applied to create higher fidelity 3D models more
quickly. By lowering the amount of time required to create 3D models and through improving
their fidelity, larger areas can be replicated in VR and users are more likely to be able to
understand their relative location in the virtual space. This chapter first will discuss the methods
utilized by Zircher to model the UIUC campus area. Then, results for improving 3D modeling of
buildings through drone photogrammetry will be shown.
First, it was necessary to identify the methods Zircher used to create a region of UIUC in the
Unity 3D environment in order to identify what could be improved. The terrain and trees were
modeled using standard assets available in Unity [8]. The roads were created from a Unity asset
store program named EasyRoads3D Pro. Google maps screenshots formed the basis for the
terrain, but Zircher performed additional detailing using Unity textures to maintain sharp
contrasts between common surfaces such as grass, road, or sidewalk. Other detailing work includes
shaping the terrain to more closely resemble the shape of the actual location. The majority of the
time Zircher spent on modeling the environment was spent on the buildings in the region.
The primary tool Zircher used to model buildings was SketchUp. SketchUp is a 3D modeling
software that allowed Zircher to create 3D mesh objects through use of Google Maps data. A
height map for objects could be created with SketchUp, and after applying the Unity script
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Object2Terrain, finer details could be added in Unity to attempt to make SketchUp-created
buildings more closely resemble their real counterparts. Other methods Zircher explored include
“Matterport” 3D imaging which uses infrared and pictures of objects to model them, and
photogrammetry using the tools VisualSFM and MeshLab. Zircher concluded that “Matterport”
would not be useful outdoors, and that photogrammetry with VisualSFM and MeshLab would
take weeks of computing power to generate models. The next section will further explore the
advantages and disadvantages of applying photogrammetry for 3D modeling of urban
environments.
3.1 Modeling Software
Advances have been made in photogrammetry software since when Zircher deigned it as too slow
and too computationally heavy for creating a 3D environment. It was necessary to identify a
software that could generate quality 3D models much more rapidly than Zircher’s VisualSFM and
MeshLab method. The chosen software must also have a relatively low cost to keep the method
competitive with hiring a large team to model buildings rapidly by hand. Several options were
considered including the popular software: Pix4D, DroneDeploy, and Agisoft Photoscan. Pix4D
applies cloud computing to perform photogrammetry quickly, but it limits the amount of models
that can be created each month and charges large monthly fees. DroneDeploy similarly charges
monthly and was deemed to expensive for the size of this project. As a result, Agisoft Photoscan
was chosen. Agisoft Photoscan is an inexpensive, one-time license purchase that performs
photogrammetry directly on a desktop computer. The main drawback of Agisoft Photoscan is
that it requires a powerful graphics card to quickly model objects.
Photos of any quality can be taken from any image capture device and added to an Agisoft
Photoscan project to generate a 3D model. The photos can be quickly viewed so that any
unnecessary photos can be removed, or sectioned into a “chunk” to be individually processed and
later recombined with other generated models. After adding all images of an object, the “align
photos” function computes the relative position each photo was taken from in a 3D coordinate
system [28]. When the user has checked that the computed camera position for each photo is
correct, the user can create a dense point cloud. A dense point cloud is a representation of image
overlap that approximates specific points that appear to be identical between images. Following
dense point cloud generation, a mesh can be created to approximate the geometry of the object.
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Finally, texture can be generated to give the object surfaces fine details. At any point in the
process, excessive data can be cropped out using standard tools. The resultant model can be
exported in any of the common 3D file formats to be imported into Unity.
3.2 Image Capture
It was necessary to acquire a drone so photos of large objects, such as buildings, could be
captured from any angle. A low cost drone needed to be identified to remain competitive with 3D
modeling by hand. The drone also needed a camera capable of taking high quality images to
enable high quality 3D model generation and also lower the time and precision required in the
photo capture process. At the time, the best option available was the “DJI 3 SE” drone produced
by Da-Jiang Innovations (DJI). The 4K camera allows quality image capture and the battery
allows flights of approximately 25 minutes [29]. For the purposes of this project, the choice of this
drone does not introduce any security concerns, but for similar projects that model sensitive
locations it is worth considering the country of origin of the selected drone.
Connection between controller and drone is made using the DJI smartphone application. The
application begins by prompting the user to connect a phone to a Wi-Fi signal associated with
the drone. The app display shows a live view from the drone camera and provides a variety of
information describing the drone’s status. When all safety concerns are satisfied, the user can set
the drone to takeoff using onscreen controls. Then, control shifts from the app to the remote
controller. The user can direct the drone to move omnidirectionally, rotate, and can manually
adjust the angle of the camera around the gimbal mount.
Although the Pix4D software was not chosen for photogrammetry, the Pix4DCapture phone
application provides another method of controlling the drone during the image capture process.
The app recommends different flight paths for each type of mission plan ranging from the
creation of polygonal 2D maps to large 3D areas. For singular 3D models, a circular flight path is
recommended. Once a mission type has been selected, the boundaries of the flight can be defined
on an overlay of a real map and the height of the drone flight can be set. The image angle
attribute specifies how large of an angle should exist between each image capture so that
sufficient overlay can be achieved for the photogrammetry software to work. One limitation of the
application is that it automatically sets the camera angle with respect to the ground. While this
automatic camera setting saves the user time, it also reduces the application’s utility. When a
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Figure 3.1: Aerial View of Talbot Laboratory (star) and the Surrounding Area [30].
user sets the mission to begin, the drone takes off and automatically traces the specified flight
path and captures a series of images. A live video feed appears on the application and allows a
user to ensure the drone mission is being completed successfully. Once the drone has finished its
mission, it automatically lands near the point of takeoff. The app saves the mission plan for later
reviewing. Several missions were planned to test the photogrammetry software on buildings of
different size, shape, and detail.
3.3 Case 1: Talbot Laboratory
Initial photogrammetry testing began on Talbot Laboratory. Talbot Laboratory is a building
with a complicated shape compared to other buildings on the UIUC campus, but a typical size. A
number of trees are in front of the western, street-facing side of the building. The eastern edge of
the building faces the engineering quad. An aerial view of the building appears to be primarily an
“I” shape reaching from west to east and containing small additional components on the north
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Figure 3.2: Parameters used in Pix4DCapture for Talbot Laboratory drone mission.
and south ends as shown in Figure 3.1. Photogrammetry testing began prior to the construction
of an extension on the south end of the building and following the removal of trees on the eastern
side.
A drone mission plan to model Talbot Laboratory was created in Pix4DCapture. The
parameters chosen for the flight path can be seen in Figure 3.2. The street traffic as well as the
trees on the western side of the building prevented proper image capture from low angles, so it
was necessary to choose a height that would primarily capture images at an angle above the
treeline. Anywhere on the east side of the building served as a suitable point for drone takeoff
and landing, so an arbitrary location was chosen. An overcast day was chosen to limit issues
introduced by reflective surfaces and shadows. Once the flight mission completed, pictures were
moved from the drone SD card onto a gaming laptop.
The 72 captured images were then accessed within Agisoft Photoscan and a 3D model was
generated with the process described in section 3.1 while using the default “medium” quality
parameters. After the initial mission, it appeared that the drone flight radius was too small and
would result in the corners of the building not being properly recreated. Since the images did not
cover some parts of the building such as the corners of the building, additional pictures were
captured via a manual flight in an attempt to gather better 3D information. Using the full set of
images, model generation process was performed and point cloud dots corresponding to trees were
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Figure 3.3: Screen capture of the Agisoft Photoscan model of Talbot Laboratory east side.
cropped out. One screen capture taken of the model representing the eastern side of the building
can be seen in Figure 3.3. This screen capture was correctly identified as Talbot Laboratory by a
google reverse image search.
The model quality can be directly compared with Zircher’s model of Talbot Laboratory as
well as a picture of the actual building taken at a similar angle. A screenshot of Zircher’s Talbot
Laboratory model created using SketchUp can be seen in Figure 3.4. A screen capture of the final
Agisoft model facing the complicated north side of the building can be seen in Figure 3.5. A real
picture of Talbot Laboratory taken using the DJI 3 SE drone camera can be seen in Figure 3.6.
One stark difference between the two created models is the difference in color resolution. The
Agisoft model closely resembles the red bricks and black rooftop seen in the picture of the real
building while the colors in Zircher’s model appear washed out. The brick sidewall is also difficult
to resolve in Zircher’s model and must be inferred from the color of the building. Finer details
such as window air conditioning units can be seen in the actual picture and the Agisoft based
model but are not present in Zircher’s model. Visible shadows appear in Zircher’s model due to
the time of day the google maps images were taken. As a result of this reliance on google maps
images, the shadows cannot be easily removed from Zircher’s model. Because the flight mission
was chosen to occur on an overcast day around midday, no shadow marks are present in the
Agisoft model. Overall, the Agisoft developed model is high quality and satisfies the goal of
creating improved and recognizable 3D models of buildings.
While the Talbot Laboratory model was largely deemed a success, a few problems were
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Figure 3.4: Screen capture of Talbot Laboratory SketchUp model created by Zircher.
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Figure 3.5: Screen capture of the Talbot Laboratory Agisoft Photoscan model.
Figure 3.6: Drone captured photo of Talbot Laboratory north side.
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Figure 3.7: West side of the Agisoft-generated Talbot Laboratory model.
identified. Visible rain puddles can be seen in Figure 3.5 as a result of the flight mission taking
place within a day of heavy rain. This problem was decided to be a minor issue since the puddles
do not inhibit identification of the building. The more substantial problem found was that the
western end of the building that contains a number of trees has a poor, warped texture. A wide
variation in image quality can be seen across this image, Figure 3.7 The shape of the building
appears correctly, but the windows, walls, and ground blur together where trees blocked image
capture. Options are limited to correct the texture. One possible fix for similar cases is to
manually capture images from a different angle of the area to provide better data for Agisoft
Photoscan, but the tree branches are very close to the surface of this building so it is unlikely
that a better angle can be found. Another idea to attempt to capture past obstructions was to
try modeling with the other recommended Pix4DCapture mission plan: the double grid pattern.
3.4 Case 2: Stock Pavilion
While the Talbot Laboratory model was largely a success, the issue of fidelity loss due to
modeling around trees carried over from Zircher’s 3D modeling procedure. Following testing on
Talbot Laboratory, a double grid mission test was planned. It was hypothesized that guiding
image capture from a different coordinate system may yield a photoset that provides different 3D
information for photogrammetry and helps reduce noise from trees due to more obvious image
overlap. This hypothesis was tested using a building named the Stock Pavilion. The Stock
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Figure 3.8: Google Maps satellite view of the Stock Pavilion [30].
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Figure 3.9: Parameters used in Pix4DCapture for Stock Pavilion drone mission.
Pavilion is a building on the South Quad of the UIUC campus. A number of trees surround the
Stock Pavilion and lean close to the building and can be seen in Figure 3.8. The double grid
mission plan parameters used for modeling the Stock Pavilion are shown in Figure 3.9.
Following the standard procedure outlined in the section 3.1, a 3D model of the Stock
Pavilion was generated using Agisoft Photoscan’s default settings. A screen capture of the
resultant model can be seen in Figure 3.10. It is clear that the double grid system does not help
mitigate the issues trees introduce to the photogrammetry process. An entire corner of the
building is coated in dense green speckles from the tree leaves. While the surrounding region
appears higher quality, the target model is definitively lower quality than the Talbot Laboratory
Agisoft-generated model. This was unexpected because the time required for photo capture was
higher in this mission than the combined duration of the initial Talbot Laboratory mission and
the additional touch-up flight. Therefore, it can be reasonably assumed that the circular photo
capture mission plan will yield better results in general than the double grid mission. Considering
the many issues this model had, no additional flights were made to try to improve the model.
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Figure 3.10: Screen capture of the Agisoft Photoscan model of the Stock Pavilion.
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Figure 3.11: The Funk ACES Library [31].
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Figure 3.12: Parameters used in Pix4DCapture for Funk ACES Library drone mission.
3.5 Case 3: Funk ACES Library
Following testing of the double grid mission type, a few questions remained for this drone
photogrammetry solution. One consideration to be made was: how quickly can the
photogrammetry process develop a single building model. It was also deemed necessary to
determine whether images of a building with many regions of symmetry and duplicate faces could
correctly be stitched together by Agisoft Photoscan. A final test was planned to determine
whether building symmetry will lead to Agisoft Photoscan generating incorrect camera placement
and to record the overall time requirement. For this test, the Funk ACES Library was chosen as
the target building. The Funk ACES Library is an octagonal building on the south end of the
UIUC campus and can be seen in Figure 3.11. Each face of the building is symmetric over the
vertical axis and several of the faces have at least one matching face. This building was chosen as
a prime candidate to test whether duplicate faces would introduce errors in the camera placement
phase of Agisoft Photoscan.
A mission plan was created for the library and the parameters can be seen in Figure 3.12. The
captured images were placed into Agisoft Photoscan and a 3D model was generated again using
the procedure outlined in section 3.1. The model was generated and can be seen in Figure 3.13.
No issues resulting from building symmetry or duplicate faces can be seen in the model.
However, the model does have imperfections that can be attributed to the drone flight
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Figure 3.13: Screen capture of the Agisoft Photoscan model of the Funk ACES Library.
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parameters. In order to capture images over trees, the images had to be taken from a high angle.
The high angle resulted in fine details such as window bars to become warped. This behavior can
also be seen in the Stock Pavilion model, and in the Talbot Laboratory model in the lower edges
of Figures 3.10 and 3.5. This image warping becomes more apparent at lower points on the
building models since they were further from the drone camera and therefore there was less 3D
information provided about their location. Another imperfection due to the chosen drone flight
parameters is the presence of tree shadows on the building. A time closer to midday should be
chosen to prevent shadows from affecting the final model. The total time required to develop the
model amounted to roughly 32 minutes, not including travel to and from the site. The majority
of time required was from the dense point cloud generation step, which took 12 minutes. Another
major time requirement was the actual drone flight which took roughly 10 minutes.
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CHAPTER 4
DETECTOR DATA STREAMING TO A VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT
The overall goal of this project is to visualize an emergency radiation source search scenario over
a large urban area to provide better information to decision-makers. As previously discussed in
the introduction, detector DSNs are more versatile than portal monitors since they are cheap, can
be mobile, and can collect better data. While DSN detector data are more robust, they are also
difficult to interpret due to the sheer volume of data collected. Traditional tools for visualizing
detector data lack information about the environmental context that measurements are made
within. Therefore, more specifically, the goal of this project is to visualize data collected by a
DSN of radiation detectors in real-time. The tool should enable decision-makers to easily,
accurately understand an emergency source search scenario and identify where and how to deploy
additional response resources. The primary challenge was to develop a data streaming method
that would allow access to collected measurements immediately and to implement this method
within Zircher’s virtual environment.
The existing DSN visualization developed by Zircher serves as the starting point for this work.
As previously discussed, Zircher developed a VR model of part of the UIUC campus and
visualized detector data collected on the campus in the equivalent location within the virtual
environment. The VR program ran in the Unity game engine and 3D models of complicated
structures were primarily created within the 3D modeling software SketchUp. By showing 3D
visual details of a location, Zircher is able to demonstrate how spatial variations in background
radiation naturally exist in the environment as demonstrated in Figure 4.1. Also, Zircher displays
abnormally high measurements in an easily identifiable manner so that the program user can
quickly investigate alarms. Clear advantages result from the ability to view possible radiation
source locations in this 3D environment; primarily, the chance to check for environmental factors
that lead to false alarms.
In Zircher’s work on data acquisition, DSN data are collected and displayed in his VR model
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Figure 4.1: Zircher’s visualization of detector measurements near a granite structure [8].
10 minutes after data are collected by a detector [8]. Detector-cell phone pairs collect data and
store it in an Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3 bucket, and every five minutes the data are copied
into AWS Redshift. Zircher identified an issue with using Redshift: data from S3 cannot
simultaneously be stored into Redshift while data are read from Redshift. Although this issue was
identified, Zircher settled on pulling data from Redshift. A script was written to save 10 minutes
of data as a CSV file, and then data were accessed in Unity using a Unity class for retrieving
website data named WWW. Through these methods, Zircher was able to achieve continuous
visualization of data at a 10 minute delay from time of measurement.
4.1 Real-time Data Access
The first task in creating a real-time data stream from individual detectors to a Unity VR model
is to identify a new database service capable of facilitating immediate and simultaneous data
storage and access. It was deemed important that long term data storage was maintained for
storing big data measurements indefinitely and performing statistical processes on big data.
Because long term storage in AWS S3 needed to be maintained regardless of how detector data
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Figure 4.2: Flow of detector data in Zircher’s solution with the bottleneck identified in red.
stream into the VR model, it was decided that if a cloud service was used to manage the data
streaming process, it should also be through AWS. Data collection from a DSN of detectors must
be scalable to prevent limiting the number of usable sensors and total amount of collected data,
so it was deemed necessary to find a solution that utilized cloud scalable storage. The AWS
Kinesis Data Firehose service would integrate directly with the existing S3 bucket storage scheme,
but can take as long as 60 seconds to make data available for access [32]. AWS DynamoDB was
ultimately chosen to manage real-time data streaming and access. DynamoDB is an
automatically scaling service that enables read and write access to a hosted database with
millisecond latency [33]. It is able to scale in both size of storage and number of transactions with
the database, enabling any number of sensors to write to a DynamoDB database table and any
number of host computers to access table data. One added benefit to this project is that it is
possible to access a DynamoDB database from a variety of platforms including Android
applications and Unity applications. This allows DynamoDB access to be seamlessly integrated
into Zircher’s existing mobile application and added into Zircher’s Unity VR model.
The pre-existing data stream path implemented by Zircher is displayed in Figure 4.2. A cell
phone first pairs detector measurements with a timestamp and GPS coordinates, then uploads
the data to an AWS S3 bucket. Finally, a local host computer pulls the data and loads the data
into the VR model to be visualized. The bottleneck in pulling data into the VR model is labeled
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Figure 4.3: New detector data flow using DynamoDB.
in red in Figure 4.2. The newly implemented data streaming path is shown in Figure 4.3. The
existing architecture to store data in S3 buckets remains, but now data are also stored in a
DynamoDB table, and then pulled directly from the DynamoDB table into Unity on the host
computer. Accessing cloud data directly from within Unity allows multiple host computers to
easily retrieve the same data and visualize measurements at the same time.
4.2 Configuring the DynamoDB Database
The process of enabling DynamoDB service to manage data collection and streaming began with
configuring the back-end of the database service in AWS. First, a DynamoDB table needed to be
created. The DynamoDB database system stores data in a table full of “items” that are
composed of “attributes”. Attributes are elements of data at the most basic level and items are
identifiable collections of attributes. In this project, the attributes belonging to a “measurement”
item include: detector number, count rate, time of measurement, GPS longitude, and GPS
latitude. Similarly to many programming languages and database systems, attributes must have
a data type associated with them. “Detector number” was defined as a string and “longitude”,
“latitude”, “count rate”, and “time” were defined as numbers. A “primary key” is a unique
element that distinguishes each item in the table as different from other items. One way primary
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keys can be designated is through an always-unique attribute between each item that is also
known as a “partition key”. This method of selecting a primary key will not work for this project
because every attribute is potentially shareable between items. For example, when multiple items
are stored by a single detector, these items will have the same “detector number” attribute;
multiple items stored simultaneously by several detectors will have the same time of measurement
attribute; multiple items will share GPS coordinates if several measurements are taken at the
same GPS position. Another option that was ultimately chosen was to define a “composite
primary key”: a collection of two attributes where one is the partition key and the other is the
“sort key”. Using this method, the detector number can be the partition key and the time of
measurement can be the sort key as separate detectors will never share the same detector number
and a specific detector will never deliver multiple items to be stored at a single time of
measurement.
After setting the table’s primary key, secondary indexes were selected. Secondary indexes
define how items can be sorted by attributes other than the primary key. For instance, if it was
necessary to find all count rate measurements that are greater than 300 counts per second, by
selecting the count rate attribute as a secondary index, measurement items can be queried by
count rate and all measurements with a count rate attribute greater than 300 can be accessed.
Attributes can be made either a global secondary index or a local secondary index. A global
secondary index allows querying the table with a different partition key and sort key than the
table is initially defined by. A local secondary index allows querying the table with the normal
partition key, but a new sort key. Several secondary indexes were considered for this project.
Besides the primary index enabling queries based on the detector number and time of
measurement, for this project’s application it was decided that a user should be able to query the
dataset based on detector location. A secondary index was created with latitude as the partition
key and longitude as the sort key to enable queries that search for any measurement item based
on the location of the detector.
4.3 Reworking the Android Application
After creating the database, it needed to be configured for mobile application access. An AWS
Mobile Hub project associated with the database was created to manage data transfer from
mobile devices. The Mobile Hub project automatically generated the cloud configuration that
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Android applications need to connect to AWS and to this specific project within AWS. The cloud
configuration was added to the file hierarchy of the detector data-processing Android application.
Some typically necessary additional application setup including adding permission to the Android
Manifest and adding code to the onCreate method to instantiate the AWS connection were
already complete. Some necessary setup performed included the addition of a DynamoDB
dependency and import of the DynamoDBMapper API.
Once initial setup to connect to the back-end was complete, the Android application could be
edited to write data to the DynamoDB table. First, in the application’s main activity, a
DynamoDBMapper object was declared and an AmazonDynamoDBClient was instantiated to
enable operations involved with DynamoDB. Then, a new class was defined to hold specific “get”
and “set” methods that can access DynamoDB. Finally, a method was defined in the application’s
main activity that would upload a measurement item to AWS. Utilizing the previously defined
“set” method, the definition of a measurement item was created including its attributes which
were initialized based on existing application functions, and a thread was created to regularly
save the measurement item in the DynamoDB table. This thread was set to activate after one
second passes and only when a new detector measurement has been taken.
4.4 Accessing DynamoDB Data in Unity
Once there was regular upload of data to the DynamoDB table, data access from within Unity
needed to be implemented. The back-end needed to be changed to allow access from a different
user than the Android Mobile Hub application users. This was achieved by defining a new role in
Amazon Cognito Identity to provide temporary access to the DynamoDB table. Access is
provided to applications that have the correct Amazon Resource Name (ARN) matching the one
defined in Amazon Cognito Identity. In order to use the ARN to access AWS, the DynamoDB
Unity SDK was installed in the existing Unity application. A script named DynamoDBReader
was created to handle all database related functionality in the Unity application. Server access
was defined using string variable references for the servers and ARN. By utilizing functions
provided by the DynamoDB Unity SDK, a continuous connection was made to the constantly
updating DynamoDB table. A function was written to query the table for the most recently
created item that contains a given detector number attribute each time a second passes. Through
this means, the Unity VR application was made able to query for the most recent measurement
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item from each detector and receive the data at a maximum latency of within one second of when
it’s made available by DynamoDB. It was previously noted in section 4.1 that DynamoDB latency
for both read and write access is on the order of milliseconds. As a result, DSN data are accessible
in the Unity VR application as quickly as within milliseconds of measurement, and as slowly as
one second and some milliseconds. This latency will vary based on the moment in time when data
access in Unity begins in relation to the moment in time when measurement data upload occurs.
Once it was possible to access DynamoDB data in Unity, several scripts needed to be
rewritten to use the DynamoDB data rather than Zircher’s CSV data implementation. New,
renamed versions of scripts controlling the displayed height, color, and location of measurements
were written to reference data in the newly created DynamoDBReader script rather than the
WWWCSV script. A user can re-enable Zircher’s scripts and disable the new scripts with a





As previously stated in the introduction, the project to create an AR based VSP began motivated
by the limitations of the VSP software and the ability of AR to address those limitations. By
introducing AR to VSP, opportunities for error could be reduced and environmental sampling
should be possible to perform much faster and cheaper. Less prior knowledge of the software
should be necessary to operate it with a robust AR application. The main goal of this project was
to demonstrate these benefits by creating a simple AR based VSP application. The most basic
functionalities present in VSP include the ability to model a room and generate random locations
for samples to be collected. Therefore, the project focused around creating these functionalities
on an AR platform. The application was named HoloVSP after VSP after the chosen hardware,
the Microsoft HoloLens.
Figure 5.1: The Microsoft HoloLens (1st gen) [34].
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5.1 Hardware
The Microsoft HoloLens was selected to run the HoloVSP program for several reasons. At the
time the project was developed (summer 2018), the HoloLens 1.0 (Figure 5.1) led the AR
industry with the most functionality. The headset has several cameras, a depth camera,
microphones, speakers, and runs a Windows 10 operating system. No other AR hardware
available could match these specifications. It was deemed a necessity that the chosen equipment
would maintain a strong understanding of the spatial position of the environment, and this was
the primary factor in choosing the HoloLens. The multiple cameras combined with a depth sensor
outperformed the rest of the market. Active developers continued pushing the HoloLens software
to better performance.
5.2 Unity Game Engine
Microsoft HoloLens applications are primarily developed using one of two platforms: Unreal
Engine, or Unity. Unreal engine and Unity are both popular engines for video game developers.
Game engines are utilized as a basis for creating an environment, managing objects within the
environment, and running code that defines how users interact with objects and how objects
interact with each other. Using a game engine is a natural choice for AR applications to handle
visual effects and allow a developer to focus on object behavior. The majority of HoloLens
developers at the time used Unity as the platform for their applications and HoloVSP was chosen
to use Unity as well in order to benefit from available open source code. Several necessary basic
functionalities had already been defined for Unity in the open source Mixed Reality Toolkit
available on GitHub [35].
Unity programs are created with collections of “game objects” and C# scripts. Game objects
operate as the building block of a Unity “scene”: the environment that the player will exist
inside. Players view the scene through the camera game object and depend on lighting game
objects to be able to view objects in the scene. The “mixed reality camera” game object is one of
the components available in the Mixed Reality Toolkit that is automatically added to a scene
following import of the Mixed Reality Toolkit. This camera serves as the reference point for the
user and defines what should be displayed to the user. The mixed reality camera object is
important for positioning the player in the AR space as well. This idea will be further explored in
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section 5.5, “Coordinate Systems”.
5.3 Microsoft Visual Studio
The HoloLens is designed to run Universal Windows Platform applications. Applications built in
the Unity engine can be built as Universal Windows Platform applications which are organized as
Microsoft Visual Studio solutions. After setting the HoloLens and Visual Studio to developer
mode, files can be transferred between the HoloLens and Visual Studio. Applications can be
deployed over Wi-Fi or via USB. Visual Studio should be set to build with the x86 configuration
that is compatible with HoloLens 1.
5.4 Testing HoloLens Applications
Building the application in Unity and deploying it to the HoloLens required several minutes each
time. There was only one HoloLens available during the project for several developers to create
applications for, so it was necessary to find a way to test changes when the device was
unavailable. The official HoloLens 1 emulator offered an opportunity to test if the HoloVSP
application would run on the actual HoloLens. When Unity settings were changed that affected
the build configuration of the Visual Studio application, the application was able to be first tested
with the HoloLens 1 emulator to ensure that the application would not crash. Application
changes related to object behavior, including gaze-based features, could be tested quickly within
the Unity Editor. Starting the applciation in the Unity Editor causes a window to open with
traditional wasd-controls and mouse cursor view controls and any behavior dependent on
movement or gaze could be quickly and easily tested. Some features could not be mimicked well
with one of these test options and needed to be tested directly on the device.
5.5 Coordinate Systems
In VSP, sample locations are generated throughout the user-defined environment and supplied to
the user as a series of coordinate points. The (0,0,0) origin location exists in the lower-left corner
of the environment. As a result, users need to make numerous measurements from the origin to
the location of each sample point. This process is time-consuming and contains numerous
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Figure 5.2: HoloLens screen capture of the environment mesh overlay generated by the spatial
mapping functionality.
opportunities for error to be introduced. Typical Unity applications similarly define coordinates
of objects based on a (0,0,0) origin location defined at the beginning of the application. All
objects are referred to by their location relative to this origin point, and their rotation is referred
to relative to a Unity defined Cartesian rotational axis. The Microsoft HoloLens instead defines
the (0,0,0) origin location as its own location; the location of the headset. All objects are referred
to relative to the current headset location, and to an application defined rotational axis. As a
result, objects by default drift positionally and move as the headset moves. Sample locations
should remain motionless relative to the real world, so a it was necessary to define a different
object behavior to restrict object movement. Holotoolkit supplies a script for fixing objects in
place relative to the physical world. World anchors can be attached to objects to create a local
coordinate system in a three meter radius around the anchor. This makes it possible to fix
objects in place relative to the environment, and it also permits objects to exist outside of range
of the HoloLens depth sensors. As a result, the environmental sampling area is able to be larger
than the range of the HoloLens depth sensors while keeping location accuracy.
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5.6 Defining the Sampling Environment
Environmental samples should be taken at random locations on any physical surface in the area.
Therefore, HoloVSP was programmed to take advantage of the Spatial Mapping package supplied
by Microsoft. When the Spatial Mapping Observer script is active, the HoloLens will scan the
environment in the range of its sensors and create meshes out of any surface it detects. The
Spatial Mapping Observer script has two important parameters: triangles per cubic meter, and
time between updates. The triangles per cubic meter option determines how well the generated
meshes will represent the environment. Microsoft set a default option of 500 triangles per cubic
meter which appeared to accurately represent the test environment, so this number was
unchanged. Generated meshes are stored in an array of mesh filters to be accessed as needed.
The time between updates parameter was lowered from the default 3.5 seconds to 2.5 seconds.
Application performance tended to degrade when time between updates was reduced, but
HoloVSP showed no major issues when set to 2.5 seconds. Therefore, this setting was kept. The
Spatial Mapping Manager script calls on the Spatial Mapping Observer script to begin and
defines meshes physically and visually. As meshes are created, the Spatial Mapping Manager
script visualizes them and overlays them on the environment as shown in Figure 5.2. The Spatial
Mapping Manager script also defines the physics of the meshes including their interactions with
light and other objects, and what physics layer these meshes belong. A HoloVSP user can begin
by scanning in all surfaces for potential sample locations. By scanning the surfaces in the
HoloVSP application, a representation of the environment is quickly created much more
accurately than what could be predefined in an offsite location using VSP. Random sample
locations may be properly generated by using this current, known configuration of the
environment.
5.7 Generating Random Samples
There were many options to consider for how to represent sample locations in AR. Sample
locations in VSP are commonly represented by squares such as in Figure 5.3, so standard Unity
cubic objects were chosen for HoloVSP for their similar appearance and for their low
computational demand. New sample locations are generated as yellow to signal neutrality and
attract the attention of the user. The rotation of a sample location was chosen to be parallel to
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Figure 5.3: Visual Sample Plan desktop application.
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the surface it is generated on so that sample locations will appear facing outwards from surfaces.
The majority of use cases for HoloVSP assume environment sizes close to the size of a classroom,
therefore cubes were chosen to be slightly less than a foot in length to ensure they are easily
visible without obstructing view of the rest of the environment.
The random sample object class was written to define a sample location. A random sample
object is made up of several components. Random sample objects contain a “transform”
component that defines their position, rotation, and scale. The mesh filter component defines the
location of a sample object visually, and the mesh collider component defines the physics of a
sample object. The mesh renderer component draws the random sample object, and the material
component defines the texture and color of the image to be drawn. Random sample objects
contain a “number” attribute so each sample object is distinguishable. The Mixed Reality Toolkit
contains the “TapToPlace” script which was attached to each object. TapToPlace attaches
sample objects to a world anchor when sample objects are created, and removes the world anchor
temporarily if users interact with a sample object to allow it to move. By using TapToPlace,
sample objects are restricted to exist solely on mesh colliders in the scene. Thus, sample objects
can only be moved from where they are created onto other parts of the generated surface mesh or
onto other sample objects. The “WorldAnchorStore” script from the Mixed Reality Toolkit was
added to the scene to manage the creation, removal, and storage of the world anchors initially
created by TapToPlace.
A script “CreateSamples” was written to generate an input number of random sample objects
at random locations. The mesh filter list created by the spatial mapping script contains the
vertices of each surface mesh. First, a surface mesh is selected randomly from the mesh filter list.
Then, a random coordinate within the vertices of the mesh is taken to be the center of the sample
object and the sample object is created at that location. Choosing the selected random
coordinate to be the center of the sample object ensures that the sample object will be visible.
An example of the visualization of random sample locations can be seen in Figure 5.4.
No standard recommendation for sample density in a given region of space exists, so the user
needs to input how many random sample locations they would like to generate. HoloVSP enables
users to decide this number after scanning the environmental surfaces into HoloLens memory.
Through the addition of a simple, interactive number pad menu (Figure 5.5), users can input the
number of samples that they want to generate. When the “CreateSamples” script begins, the
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Figure 5.4: HoloLens screen capture of multiple samples randomly generated by HoloVSP.
number pad opens for the user to input how many random sample locations should be generated.
Upon user confirmation of the correct number of samples, the number pad closes and the input
number of random sample locations are generated.
5.8 Interacting with Random Samples
As a VSP user collects measurements at each sample location, they notate that they have
completed work at each given location. In response, users in HoloVSP were given an option to
mark random samples as completed by changing the sample color to green with a command. A
VSP user may also decide that collection of a given random sample is unnecessary; for example,
several samples may cluster together and provide little new information. Consequently, the “skip”
function was added to HoloVSP for users to mark a sample as excluded or skipped and color the
sample red. Similarly, options to add and remove samples were added for manually altering the
sampling plan if deemed necessary by the user. The ability to move samples was maintained to
give users further control over their sampling plan.
Two menus were designed for users to interact with for the majority of application functions.
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Figure 5.5: HoloLens screen capture of the number pad sample generation menu.
The previously mentioned number pad menu enables users to select the number of random
samples to generate. This menu is composed of menu game objects to provide its appearance and
function. Assets from the Mixed Reality Toolkit were altered to create individual number buttons
for the menu. These assets were chosen for their visual feedback and for their similar appearance
to other HoloLens menus. When the user’s gaze hovers over an asset, the hologram highlights in
anticipation of selection. A simplified version of the hologram asset became the basis for the two
menus in the application. The number pad menu was built up of many of these hologram assets
and each were given a Mixed Reality Toolkit button script. The number input is held as a string
variable which is mutated by scripts attached to the number buttons and delete button. The
submission button allows users to indicate that random samples should be generated throughout
the room.
The second menu appears underneath the sample that has most recently been gazed upon and
can be seen in Figure 5.6. This menu was built with the same hologram asset and button script
as the number pad menu. It was expected that in a typical use case, the function to mark a
sample as collected would be the most important and most used feature so the menu contains a
button for this function. Next to this button, a button to mark a sample as skipped was placed.
The function to remove a sample would likely be used more often than a button to mark a sample
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Figure 5.6: HoloLens screen capture of an individual sample and its interactive menu.
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as red, or “skipped”, but it would be risky to place the remove button next to the “sample
collected” button. Therefore, the “skip” button was included with user experience in mind and
because it has comparable functionality to the “sample collected” button. The sample number
attribute displays underneath the menu to help users track and communicate which samples have
been collected.
The characteristics of the environment a users work in can differ greatly, so menus must be
placed in locations where they will be visible and unobstructed from view regardless of what
environment the user is in. In consideration of this, each menu was given different behavior in
HoloVSP. The goal of the number pad was to provide simple, easily accessed input to random
sample generation. Since it cannot be assumed that there will be a wall available to fix the
number pad against, the number pad was chosen to float in front of the user. It was assumed that
users would not need to see the environment while inputting how many random samples they
want, so the number pad takes up a majority of the user’s forward view. The number pad was
given scripts from the Mixed Reality Toolkit to give it billboarding and tag-along behaviors.
Billboarding the pad causes its rotational alignment to swivel to always face towards the user.
Tag-along behavior keeps the pad in front of the user even as they rotate and move around the
room. Parameters in the tag-along script were tested and altered until the entire number pad and
some area outside of it could be accessed without causing the pad to drift. The second type of
menu that belongs to the sample objects was similarly given billboarding behavior. In this case,
however, tag-along behavior cannot be used because the menu should not follow the user, it
should remain near the sample object. Due to omitting tag-along behavior, billboarding would
cause the menu to face the source direction of the user’s gaze, but the menu would be positionally
static and inaccessible from some angles. To solve this issue, parameters of one available Mixed
Reality Toolkit billboarding script were tweaked to cause the menu to move to the closest surface,
edge, or corner facing in the direction of the user.
HoloVSP began to experience lag issues during testing following the introduction of a menu
under every sample. Generally, HoloVSP was tested in a cluttered room with dimensions close to
9 meters long x 6 meters wide x 5 meters high. In each test the environment was mapped, 20
random samples were generated, and the HoloLens began to struggle processing 20 separate
menus leading to a HoloVSP crash. One option considered was to create simpler menus that
would be less taxing on the hardware. This solution would be detrimental to the user experience
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and still potentially have issues with scaling the application to track more random samples.
Another option that would ensure HoloVSP would be able to run with increasingly large numbers
of random samples was to make a single shared menu that would migrate to whichever random
sample appeared in the user’s gaze. A minor drawback of this solution is that the sample number
of every sample would no longer be immediately visible. The second option was chosen and
implemented through a script. The script sets the menu as inactive to hide it until a sample is
gazed upon, and then activates the menu and sets the target of the menu billboarding script to
any object that user gaze collides with. A script was written to check upon each frame of the
application whether gaze collided with a mesh collider. This originally included the spatial
mapping surface meshes and resulted in the menu attaching to the environment as well as the
random samples. This incorrect behavior was removed by setting random samples to a special
physics layer group in the Unity editor to distinguish samples from other objects in the scene.
Now, the object that gaze collides with can be checked to see if it belongs to the special random
sample physics layer. If so, then on the first interaction the menu activates, and on every
subsequent interaction the menu sets the sample as the billboarding target. The menu was set to
check for the number attribute of the sample each time it moves so the number displayed will
change as the menu target changes.
Prior to now, the HoloVSP functions have been described without explaining how users access
the functions. A combination of voice and gesture controls were added as options to access
functions. It was expected that radiological workers would be carrying equipment and may be
unable to use their hands. In response, each function was made accessible through voice control
to ensure that the the application can be operated hands-free. The Mixed Reality Toolkit
provides the framework for adding voice input controls via a script. After adding the voice input
control script to the scene, scripts written for each function were paired with one or more
keywords that would initiate the paired script. The standard “air tap” control was included as
another option for interacting with menus.
Voice commands were written to execute functions on an object that gaze collides with. As
mentioned previously, numerous functions for interactions with random samples were defined
including functions to add, remove, and move samples as well as to mark samples collected by
coloring them green (Figure 5.7) or skipped by coloring them red (Figure 5.8). However,
including a menu underneath samples causes gaze directed towards a sample to sometime target
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Figure 5.7: HoloLens screen capture of a sample colored green to mark it as completed.
the menu and occasionally the sample itself. Functions that operated directly on a sample
including coloring green, coloring red, and removal needed to be altered to still operate on the
intended sample when the menu was the object that gaze collided against. The functions were
altered to check the object hierarchy until they found a random sample object and to only act on
the random sample object. Detaching and deactivating the menu when a user attempts to remove
a sample prevents the menu from being deleted from the scene with a targeted random sample.
5.9 Providing Directions to the User
One of the goals of HoloVSP was to make it usable with minimal prior guidance. This ease of use
was achieved through dividing the sampling process into several phases and informing the user
what can be done and should be done at each stage of the process. A voice guide was designed to
speak to the user through the HoloLens speakers and suggest the user to follow a simple
procedure:
1. Scan the environment into spatial mapping memory.
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Figure 5.8: HoloLens screen capture of a sample colored red to mark it as skipped.
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Figure 5.9: HoloLens screen capture of Heads-up Display (HUD) voice commands.
2. Input how many random samples should be generated.
3. Interact with samples.
The voice guide suggests the phrase “stop scanning” to end the first step of the process. This
voice command causes the Spatial Mapping Observer script to end and its visualization of the
spatial mapping to disappear, and the random sample number pad menu to appear. Once the
user has confirmed the number of random samples to be generated, the menu closes and random
samples appear throughout the room. The voice guide then requests the user to interact with
samples around the room and offers the voice command “options” to for the user to hear what
other voice commands can be used. A hands-free user can request “options” to hear voice
commands for how to create a new sample, remove a sample, mark a sample collected, mark a
sample skipped, return to environmental scanning, and reopen the random sample location
generation menu. This command list is only spoken upon user request to keep from burdening the
user with information they may know from prior uses of HoloVSP, and to limit the amount of
information the user is expected to remember. Users can return to earlier steps in the process
were included so the sample plan can be altered at any stage in the process if necessary.
An additional feature was developed to remind the user of available, recommended voice
commands. Several scripts were developed to create a HUD as seen in Figure 5.9 that appears
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under the user’s gaze during steps 1 and 3. The HUD includes a reminder list of currently usable
commands. During step 3, the HUD initially displays “options”, then changes to display the
available voice commands listed by the voice guide. Voice commands displayed were broken up
into each phase to keep only relevant commands in view, reducing clutter. It was also necessary
to limit the amount of voice commands displayed to avoid taking up too much screen space and
annoying the user. A timer was added to the HUD display as a quality of life (QOL) feature.
HUD command lists were made to appear for four seconds, then disappear. Each time the
command lists disappeared, they remained inactive for an exponentially increasing length of time.
This way, the command lists would not continually bother the user.
5.10 Creating Meaningful Records
Work detailing the HoloVSP project up to this point has focused primarily on demonstrating how
typical processes in environmental sampling would occur on an AR based platform. A unique
opportunity is available to use AR platforms to collect and present additional, beneficial
information. It is possible to stream live video and capture pictures with the HoloLens connected
to the internet. A team of engineers can view this video feed and discuss the sample plan and
results from an offsite location. Enabling the majority of the team to work offsite for part or all
of a project saves money and increases adherence to ”as low as reasonably achievable” (ALARA).
The video created during a live stream provides another record of how the sampling plan was
created and enacted. If a site needs to be revisited for validation of the sampling process, a
complete video from a worker’s point of view will exist to be reviewed first. Notable features of
the environment and hypotheses considered during the process can be noted via voice in the
video. Pictures can be captured of any specific locations workers deem important. For a more
concise understanding of the sampling plan, a script was designed to generate a 3D model of the
environment.
As users progress through the HoloVSP application, they populate the Unity scene with 3D
meshes describing the environment and sampling plan. While images and videos provide
information through 2D representations of a location, more information exists in a 3D format.
Therefore, work began on a new goal to save application-generated 3D meshes to demonstrate
another benefit of the AR platform. Numerous 3D file formats including OBJ, FBX, 3DS, DXF,
and STL exist and each have different advantages and disadvantages to their use. OBJ and FBX
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file formats are versatile and the most commonly used formats for Unity applications, so it was
decided that a 3D mesh exporter should create a record in one of these formats. A few open
source 3D model scene exporting Unity packages existed at the time, but they all required
alterations to work at runtime. The most popular free FBX exporter available on Github
developed by user KellanHiggins heavily relied on functions imported from the UnityEditor
library, and would take great efforts to modify for runtime usage. Instead, a popular OBJ
exporter package developed by Unity user aaro4130 was chosen [36]. This exporter package was
also designed to execute in the Unity Editor, but the portions of the package that relied upon the
UnityEditor library solely consisted of code segments that exported textures. Since HoloVSP
does not use textures on any objects, only meshes, this OBJ exporter package was chosen and
edited to remove any code segments relying on the UnityEditor API.
The OBJ exporter was originally written to execute on Windows computers. The exporter
creates a file in a local Unity library and writes the generated OBJ structure to that file. On a
typical Windows computer, the file can be accessed in the Windows library. The HoloLens file
explorer allows access to a limited number of folders on the system not including local Unity
folders. The Windows.Storage package, however, provides access to specific folders that the
HoloLens file explorer can freely access. The exporter script was further edited to target the
Windows.Storage Camera Roll folder for OBJ exports. Files stored in the Camera Roll could
then be accessed from on the HoloLens or moved to a computer and accessed there.
The OBJ exporter function can be activated by voice to instantly capture a 3D mesh
representation of the current VSP project. An example mesh is shown in Figure 5.10. This 3D
mesh provides a different kind of record of the sampling process that provides additional value to
VSP users. An offsite analyst reviewing results can view this 3D mesh to obtain an understanding
of the room’s physical makeup and intuitively understand where samples were collected in the 3D
space. In Figure 5.10, for instance, a sample was marked skipped on one wall near where a
complicated geometry has been scanned into HoloVSP. It can be inferred that the sample location
was inaccessible due to objects cluttered near the wall. The generated mesh also provides
information about the quality of the environmental scanning process. Several holes appear on one
wall as a result of reflective surfaces being improperly captured in the scanning process. Discovery
of these issues helps inform future sampling plans in the same area and in similar locations.
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Figure 5.10: Screen capture of a 3D model generated from HoloVSP application data.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It is difficult to interpret radiation measurements in large regions of space without a tool to help
visualize the results. Many advantages are associated with utilizing 3D tools for radiation
detection including providing supplementary information for collected data. In the DSN project,
by visualizing collected radiation measurements in VR in real-time, a tool was created that
enables decision-makers to immediately respond to alarm measurements collected by a radiation
source search team. The HoloVSP project demonstrated the advantages associated with applying
AR to environmental sampling schemes through the creation of a demo application that
highlights the capabilities of AR applications to reduce potential error.
6.1 Detector Data Streaming to a Virtual Environment
There were two primary issues in Zircher’s VR environment data streaming system that
prevented it from application as a real-time response tool. The first issue was that poor model
quality limited how recognizable buildings and objects could be in a virtual environment. In
response, a general method was developed and tested to quickly create high fidelity models using
the Agisoft Photoscan photogrammetry software and a DJI SE 3 drone for image capture.
Through a direct comparison between a SketchUp model and a model generated using drone
photogrammetry, it was shown that drone photogrammetry is capable of producing higher quality
models. It was also demonstrated that these models can be created more quickly than with
traditional modeling tools like SketchUp. The second issue addressed was the 10-minute delay
between real world data measurement and VR program data visualization. Creation of a
DynamoDB database for immediate data storage and access reduced the expected latency
between measurement and visualization from 10 minutes to little more than a second. The
existing phone application was rewritten to enable detector-paired phones to send measurement
data to DynamoDB in addition to AWS S3 storage. Then, scripts were written for the Unity VR
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environment to access data from the DynamoDB table.
6.2 HoloVSP
The goal of HoloVSP was to demonstrate how errors in environmental sampling can be reduced
using AR to supplement the environmental sampling procedure. This was demonstrated by
creating an AR VSP demo application that ran on a Microsoft HoloLens. First, basic VSP
functionalities were replicated in AR including the ability to define a sampling environment and
generate random samples within the defined environment. Then, additional features were
implemented to provide additional utility to the application user. Through the use of AR for
defining the sample environment, all surfaces in a previously unknown room design can be quickly
and easily included as possible random sample locations. A HoloVSP user has the ability to
generate any number of random sample locations and can add additional sample locations at any
time in the sampling process. Another benefit is that the application can run entirely hands-free
via voice commands, and a voice guide walks users through the entire process. Visual feedback is
provided throughout the environmental sampling process, and a 3D mesh can be saved
representing the sampling environment and the status of each sample location.
6.3 Future Work
While each project’s main goals were achieved, the tools developed in each project can become
more robust with additional work. Until additional work is completed on each project, they serve
more as demonstrations of the application of VR and AR radiation detection problems than as
proper usable emergency response tools. Current results are promising and signify that with more
development, these tools can be valuable to emergency response teams.
6.3.1 Detector Data Streaming to a Virtual Environment
Model quality improved drastically from the application of drone photogrammetry, but trees near
buildings continued to interfere with building model generation. In cases where it is impossible to
capture images without interference from trees or other environmental factors, it may be
necessary to apply manual tools to correct sections of a model. A method combining drone
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photogrammetry with manual corrections in SketchUp, or another 3D model editing platform,
could enable creation of quick fixes for some building models. This solution would require
buildings to have regions of symmetry that could be copied and placed onto improperly modeled
building sections.
The data streaming solution enables radiation response teams to coordinate their efforts in
real-time based on the real-time data visualization in the VR environment. This tool will become
much more robust by connecting it with work performed on the spatial and temporal changes in
background count rate measurement. The ability to compare new measurements at any given
location to not only historic measurements at that location, but to historic measurements
adjusted for weather-induced fluctuations will allow alarm measurements to be identified
statistically. Once alarm measurements are identified statistically, this tool provides a visual
understanding that can help ignore false positives or coordinate response to expected true
positives. Numerous features can be added to make this visualization tool easier to use in general.
Potentially beneficial additions include but are not limited to: clear visual indication from
anywhere in the environment whenever an alarm measurement is captured, the option to teleport
to nearby an alarm measurement, onscreen indication of how many detectors are nearby, and an
indication of which measurements are most recent.
6.3.2 HoloVSP
HoloVSP operates successfully as a demonstration of the features of AR that can benefit
environmental sampling teams, but it cannot yet fully replicate the capabilities of VSP. Since the
completion of this work, a new HoloLens has been released with better specifications and new
software that will require HoloVSP to be updated. Following an update, HoloVSP needs to
provide usage of the rest of the tools available in VSP. The end goal of HoloVSP is a complete
integration with VSP where the full suite of statistics provided in VSP can be utilized while the
room modeling and data collection is handled through AR tools. It would be beneficial to enable
users to view results from previous measurements in a given environment. Lastly, an evaluation
on the usage of HoloLens with personal protective equipment is necessary to understand how
equipment may inhibit the HoloLens hardware.
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